
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 REIGNITING BRAZIL’S FLAME 

The Prolifico Report 
OCTOBER 2016 
 

The passing of Rio 2016’s Olympic flame 
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“We like the long-term fundamentals in Brazil” 

Tom Heneghan, CEO of Equity International 

(BusinessWire, September 19th 2016) 

 

"Reforms become easier with impeachment out of the way" 

Edwin Gutierrez, head of EM sovereign debt at Aberdeen AM 

(Bloomberg, August 31st 2016) 

 

“We are totally confident in Brazil’s long-term prospects, 

and Goldman’s investment in Metrofit demonstrates why 

self-storage is such a compelling business opportunity in 

Brazil” 

Luiz Amaral, CEO of TRX - Metrofit Self Storage’s founding company 

(Inside Self Storage, July 25th 2016) 

 

 Michel Temer, 37th President of Brazil   
    

Dear Reader, 
 

As with the passing of the Olympic flame, the presidency has now officially been handed over to Michel 

Temer, of the centrist, business friendly PMDB party. With the former President Rousseff now officially 

impeached, Brazil has finally found some clarity on its political situation, which should last at least until 

the next general election in two years time. The outlook for these general elections looks positive too, 

with the centrist PMDB and centre-right PSDB storming to victory in the recent municipal elections.  
 

Like a well-executed relay handoff, Temer has taken the presidential baton and is quickly advancing with 

a number of critical reforms. Confidence levels are rising and macroeconomic forecasts gradually 

improving. However, Temer’s task ahead will not be a sprint and will not be without multiple hurdles, one 

of which is to persuade congress to continue to back these necessary measures. Two of the most 

important are a constitutional amendment to eliminate real increases in budget spending for twenty 

years and social security reform. His economic “dream team” (as described by Goldman Sachs recently), 

believes that these measures are critical to fix the country’s fiscal deficit. In regards to the spending cap, 

Temer has already cleared the first major hurdle in the lower house, with the approval of 366 votes, 58 

more votes than the minimum required. Temer’s government has also been announcing other programs, 

such as major education reforms and large-scale infrastructure programs. 
 

In the real estate market, the increased political and economic stability has caught the attention of a 

growing number of top international investors. Goldman Sachs recently announced a USD 185m 

commitment into an early stage Brazilian Self Storage company, while Equity International announced 

its first acquisition in four years, a stake in Brazil’s largest car parking company. So as night falls on the 

successful summer Olympics in Rio (see more in the Special Report - Rio’s Olympic Legacy on page 6), 

Brazil’s torch is starting to burn stronger again and out of the recent darkness, its future is now looking 

brighter by the day.  
 

As for Prolifico, since the last newsletter we have successfully closed on two additional self storage 

transactions and the firm continues to source and execute distressed, off-market deals.  
 

Please read on for further information on the above and some other interesting topics.  

All the best, The Prolifico Team 
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  INSIDE BRAZIL 

 

 
Michel Temer 

President of Brazil 

 

 
Government launches 

 new infrastructure program 

 

 
Temer’s government announces 

reform on education 

 Michel Temer becomes the 37th president of Brazil 

With 61 votes in favor and 20 against, Brazil’s Senate decided in 

August to permanently remove Dilma Rousseff from the presidency, 

finding her guilty of illegally manipulating government accounts. 

With the decision, vice president Michel Temer, from the centrist 

PMDB, will serve as president until the next general election, at the 

end of 2018. According to Bloomberg, the change in government 

paves the way for a fundamental shift in economic policy. As 

evidenced by Temer’s last 4 months as acting president, for 

example, he has been negotiating the approval of numerous 

important reforms with congress, including a constitutional 

amendment to eliminate real increases in budget spending and 

social security reform. 

 

New government launches infrastructure programs 

Temer’s administration has launched its first concession program, 

which includes 34 infrastructure projects, such as hydropower 

plants, airports, highways, railways, port terminals, energy and 

sanitation. The projects will have the support of R$30 billion in long-

term loans provided by the government. The expected total 

investment amount was not disclosed, as the government moves 

cautiously to avoid the same mistakes as the previous 

administration, when unrealistic targets were disclosed. According 

to a government official, this program is not “a marketing ploy to 

generate expectations that will not materialise”. 

 

High school reform presented to Congress 

Inspired by the education models of South Korea and Australia, the 

government has just announced a reform of the Brazilian high 

school education system. According to Exame, these new rules 

represent the biggest change in Brazil’s education system, in the 

last two decades. It includes an increase in the number of students 

with access to full-time education, as well as a more flexible 

curriculum, with the students being able to choose half of the 

courses depending on which career path they intend to pursue. The 

government intends to apply these new measures in 2017, after 

congressional approval. 

 

Market shows confidence in Temer’s administration 

According to Bloomberg, Brazil’s economists haven’t been as 

optimistic about 2017’s growth outlook since September last year, 

before the nation was rattled by the political crisis that culminated 

in the ousting of its president. Latin America’s largest economy is 

forecast to grow 1.36 percent next year, according to a weekly 

central bank survey of analysts. That’s up from a forecast of 1 

percent in July. 
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  BRAZIL EXTRA 

 

 
Brazil to legalise gambling 

 
 

 
Judge Sergio Moro 

Head of carwash investigations 

 

 
Brazil wins football gold medal 

2016 Olympic Games 

 Brazil’s government is looking to legalise gambling 

As part of the effort to raise tax revenues, Brazil is finally legalising 

gambling after a 70-year ban. Expected to happen by the end of 

this year or early next year, the prospect of regulation is already 

attracting the attention of international players. U.S. group MGM 

Resorts has already showed interest in expanding into Brazil once 

the sector is legalised, with an eye on “large-scale integrated 

resorts”. According to Brazil’s Legal Gaming Institute (IJL), Brazil’s 

market could be worth BRL 55bn in total bets. Today, estimates say 

that Brazil’s illegal gambling market is worth BRL 20bn. 

 

Carwash probe advances, Lula to stand trial 

The past few weeks have seen the carwash probe advance further 

into the leadership of the former ruling Workers Party. Guido 

Mantega, who was finance minister in both Lula’s and Rousseff’s 

administrations was temporarily arrested on September 22
nd
 on 

charges of receiving BRL 5m in bribes whilst serving as Chairman of 

Petrobras. Antonio Palocci, another former finance minister who 

served under Lula’s government, was also arrested on allegations 

that he favoured Odebrecht in contracts with Petrobras. These 

arrests are bringing the probe closer to former president Lula, who 

recently saw Judge Moro agreeing to pursue the corruption charges 

brought against him, just a few days after prosecutors accused him 

of masterminding the corruption scheme.  

 

2016 Rio Olympics, a success story 

The Olympics brought more than 1.1m tourists to Rio and according 

to international media, the event was a veritable success. The NYT 

said that “after the Olympics, Rio is altered, if not reborn”, adding 

that “the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio has profoundly altered this 

city of six million, yielding a revitalised port, a new subway line and 

a flush of municipal projects, big and small, that had long been on 

the wish list of city planners”. For the French Le Monde, “Brazil has 

proven it has capacity to host the biggest sporting event in the 

world”. 

 

General Atlantic keeps betting on Brazil 

Even amid the country’s recession, the U.S. private equity firm 

General Atlantic has announced plans to keep investing in Brazil this 

year. Since the beginning of the year, the firm has already invested 

more than BRL 1bn in the country. It is targeting sectors that focus 

on middle and upper class consumers. Key transactions include 

stakes in brokerage XP Investimentos and in drugstore chain Pague 

Menos. The company is now aiming to make more investments in 

the retail sector, betting that middle-class Brazilians increasingly 

prefer to shop at well-established chains.  
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 REAL ESTATE 

 

 
Self Storage facility 

 
 

 
Ascenty’s Data Centre 
Jundiaí (SP) - Brazil 

 

 
São José’s high-end development 

Jardim Europa - São Paulo 

 
Goldman Sachs invests USD 185m into Brazilian Self Storage 

The U.S. investment bank, Goldman Sachs, recently announced a 

USD 185m investment in the Brazilian self storage company Metrofit. 

Metrofit is a JV between Brazilian real estate company TRX and US 

company Metro Self Storage. “The self storage business is growing 

in Brazil, despite the recession. Metrofit plans to build up to ten 

storage sites a year in different state capitals”, said TRX's CEO Luiz 

Augusto do Amaral, adding that now “the timing is good to expand, 

since this year there is a lot of new real state coming to the market 

with prices lower than expected". Metrofit currently operates three 

self storage facilities, with a fourth under development. 

 

Ascenty invests BRL 400m in new data centre 

The Brazilian data centre company Ascenty recently announced a 

BRL 400m investment in its seventh data centre in Brazil. The 

facility will be located in Sumaré, in the Campinas region of São 

Paulo state. It will have capacity for 200,000 servers in a 20.000 

m2 area. BRL 170 million will be allocated to the first phase of the 

project. Ascenty’s marketing director, Roberto Branco, explained 

that the company is investing heavily in expanding its data centre 

portfolio, targeting strategic locations that show growing demand 

for this type of service. Mr. Branco added that the new facility has 

already pre-leased 50% of its space to large IT companies.  

 

Sam Zell’s Equity international invests in parking company 

U.S. private equity firm, Equity International (EI), founded by the 

real estate mogul Sam Zell, recently announced a BRL 400 million 

investment to buy a stake in Estapar, Brazil’s largest car park 

company. With the investment, Equity International becomes the 

second largest shareholder of Estapar, after the Brazilian investment 

bank BTG Pactual. EI’s CEO, Tom Heneghan, said that Equity 

International “waited four years to execute a new deal in Brazil” and 

“now we’re seeing an uptick in attractive investment opportunities 

with appropriate risk-adjusted pricing and terms”, adding that “we 

like the long-term fundamentals in Brazil”. Equity International is 

also the largest shareholder of Self Storage company Guarde Aqui, 

the market leader in the country. 

 

High-end residential launch in São Paulo 

Brazilian real estate company São José has announced a residential 

development in Jardim Europa, one of São Paulo’s wealthiest 

neighbourhoods. The building will be developed on a 4.000m2 site 

and will include 26 high-end apartments, all measuring over 744m2. 

With an average sale price of BRL 19 million, currently there are only 

3 apartments left for sale. The development represents the largest 

residential launch in São Paulo in three years. 

Sources: Bloomberg, Financial Times, The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times, The Telegraph, Reuters, BusinessWire, Folha 

de São Paulo, The Rio Times, Valor International, Exame, EBC Agência Brasil and IT Forum 365 
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  THE OLYMPIC LEGACY                            SPECIAL REPORT 

 

 
Olympic City, Rio de Janeiro 

 
 

 
Rio’s new modern tram system 

(Porto Maravilha) 

 

 
New subway line connects 
Barra da Tijuca to Ipanema 

 

 Rio de Janeiro: the Olympic legacy 

In August, JLL issued a report summarising the legacy left in Rio by 

the 2016 Olympic Games. According to the report, of the total BRL 

38.7bn invested, BRL 24.6bn (64%) was spent on legacy building for 

the city, which includes new roads, revitalisation of different areas in 

the city, as well as the extension and improvement of the public 

transportation system, in what is expected to be the biggest legacy 

left in a city since the Olympics in Barcelona. In addition, there was 

a BRL 7.1bn investment in sporting facilities (18% of total), which will 

add long-term value, since most of them will be integrated into a 

national training network, which is a group of sporting facilities 

across the country that is being expanded and improved, to provide 

better training conditions for future generations of Brazilian 

athletes. The remaining BRL 7.0bn of the total budget (18%) was 

spent on the organization of the event itself. See below the main 

highlights of the non-sporting legacy.  

 

1. Revitalisation of the port region (Porto Maravilha) 

Porto Maravilha is one of the main revitalisation projects in the 

country. It consists of more than 5 million m2 and includes several 

major infrastructure improvements, such as: a modern 28km tram 

network, with 31 stops, connecting the airport to the subway and 

the cruise terminal to the bus station (it is projected to receive 

300,000 passengers/day), the demolition of a 5.5km viaduct and its 

replacement with expressways and 4km of tunnels, which has 

significantly improved traffic and reduced journey times, 2 new 

museums, which aim to attract more people to the region and uplift 

its dynamics (one of the museums received 350,000 visitors in its 

first year and the other reached 500,000 last May), 70km of re-

tarmacked roads, 650,000 m2 of new sidewalks, 700km of water, 

sewer and drainage infrastructure, 17km of bike paths, 15,000 trees, 

76,000 m2 of corporate office space and 195,000m2 under 

construction. 

 

2. Urban mobility 

One of the main legacies regarding urban mobility was the tram 

network mentioned above, which connects the port region with the 

centre of Rio. The Olympics have also left: 16km of new subway lines 

connecting Barra da Tijuca to Ipanema, connecting for the first time, 

the western region of the city, which has approx. 40% of Rio’s 

population, to the southern region, with a high capacity public 

transportation system (the line has capacity for 300,000 

passengers a day and is expected to take 2,000 vehicles off the 

roads per hour, during peak periods), 32km of new BRT (Bus Rapid 

Transit) exclusive corridors, increasing the capacity of the network 

by 110,000 passengers and, in some cases, reducing the journey 

time by 80%, renovation of 6 train stations, increasing accessibility 
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Inauguration of Museu do Amanhã 

(Museum of the Future) 

 

 
Rio’s New Art Museum  

 
 

 
Olympic Village, Rio de Janeiro 

(total of 31 towers) 

 

 
International Broadcasting Centre 

and Main Press Centre 

and integration with the BRT, duplication and improvement of the 

viaduct connecting Barra da Tijuca (western region) and São 

Conrado (southern region), increasing its capacity by 35%, 

improvement of Barra da Tijuca’s road system, by creating new 

roads and improving existing ones, as well as creating illumination 

and drainage systems and also a new bike path, the modernisation 

of the international airport (Galeão), almost doubling the airport’s 

capacity to allow for 30 million passengers a year. 

 

3. Hotels 

Due to the 2014 World Cup and to the 2016 Olympic Games, the 

Hotel industry in Rio has undergone significant change. The number 

of rooms has increased by 52% over the last 6 years, changing and 

improving the supply and standard. The number of hotels has 

increased from 135 to 182. Barra da Tijuca became the main hotel 

hub in the city, which until 2014 used to be in Copacabana. Hotel 

chains like Hilton, Hyatt and Trump opened units in the city. Ahead 

of the Olympics, 29 new hotels opened doors between 2015 and the 

first quarter of 2016 and another 24 are under construction, which 

represents an increase of 3,164 hotel rooms in the city by 2017. 

Accor and Windsor take the lead in this market, with 7 hotels in the 

city with 1,662 rooms. Rio now has the second largest hotel room 

supply in the country, after São Paulo.  

 

4. Residential 

The Olympic Village, which was built for the games with private 

capital, has 31 residential towers and a total of 3,604 apartments, 

which range from 82 to 160 m2 and were home to the 17,950 

athletes. All of these apartments are now being refurbished and 

sold. Besides the Olympic Village, there is also the Media Village, 

which was home to the many journalists. This 24,000 m2 

development has 9 residential towers and a total of 774 apartments. 

Both these complexes are located in Barra da Tijuca, Jacarepaguá 

and Recreio dos Bandeirantes. In Recreio dos Bandeirantes there 

are also 3 other condominiums that were built to house journalists, 

which have 603 apartments across 12 towers. All these apartments 

are now on sale, as happened post the 2005 Pan-American games. 

Back then, almost all the 1,480 apartments (17 towers) were sold in 

one day. 

 

5. Office/Corporate 

To work as a support area for the games, a large complex was built, 

in order to host the International Broadcasting Centre (IBC) and the 

Main Press Centre (MPC). The entire development has a total of 

102,000 m2 of built area. The IBC, used by radio and TV 

broadcasters during the games, consists of 2 buildings totalling 

85,000 m2 of built area: a warehouse and an office building (6,000 

m2). On the other hand, the MPC, used by the printing press, 

consists of 1 office tower with 27 floors and 27,000 m2. Now that 

the games are over, both will be refurnished and put on the market. 
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  PROLIFICO UPDATE 
 

 
 

 

  

Prolifico has continued to broaden its network of investors, 

primarily in Europe and North America. The number of UHNWIs and 

family offices committing to Prolifico sponsored investment 

opportunities in growing on a monthly basis.  

 

The firm is now looking to set up an investment vehicle that would 

allow it to receive a wider range of investors, including institutional. 

 
  

 

 

 
 

 
Moby Self Storage facility 

(Rio de Janeiro) 

 

  

 

 

Moby Self Storage, Prolifico’s majority-owned self storage operator, 

currently manages 4 assets and is in the process of acquiring 

another 2, for which it has already received firm commitments from 

investors. Upon completion of these transactions, the company will 

become the third largest operator in the country by number of 

assets. 

 

http://mobystorage.com.br/ 

 

  

 

 

 
 

  

ZAK is considering entering into a joint venture partnership with 

another student housing operator. Together they have put together 

a pipeline of distressed assets in Sao Paulo and Rio, which are ready 

to be acquired and retrofitted into student housing facilities. 

 
  

 

 

 

  

Prolifico is currently assessing a senior living opportunity with a JV 

operating partner, which is tied to the acquisition of a large, fully 

built real estate asset around replacement cost.  

 
 

   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Months since inception Asset appreciation 

F&F Fund 46 +245% (3.5x) 

São Paulo Self Storage Fund 32 +222% (3.2x) 

Rio Self Storage Fund 18 +64% (1.6x) 

Trancoso Beach Fund 42 +280% (3.8x) 

Underlying assets valued as at 31st December 2014 by KPMG Avaliações Patrimoniais Ltda / NAI Miami 
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KEY ECONOMIC DATA 

GDP Q2 2016 

(12 months) 
 -4.9% US Dollar 

1
 R$ 3.21 

 

 

 2016 
4
 2017 

4
 

Benchmark Interest 

Rate (Selic) 
1
 

14.25% 
Dollar  

variation YTD 
3
 

  -17.70%  GDP -3,15% +1,30% 

Inflation - IPCA 

September’16 
2
 

8.47% 
British Pound 

1
 

Euro 
1 

R$ 3.92 

R$ 3.55 
Selic 13,75% 11,00% 

IBOVESPA 

Year to Date 
1
 

 +40.77% 
Unemployment 

(PNAD) Q2 2016 
11.3% US Dollar R$ 3,25 R$ 3,40 

IBOVESPA 

October’16 
1
 

+4.55% 
International 

Reserves 
1
 

US$ 376 

billion 
Inflation 7,04% 5,06% 

 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

as of October 11th 2016 

twelve month period 
variation of the price of 1 USD in BRL terms (as of October 11th 2016) 

projections for year-end, as of October 7th 2016, according to the focus bulletin of the Central Bank (median of market expectations) 

 

 

             
 

          
 

          
  
 Source: Brazilian Central Bank, IBGE, IPEA, Google Finance and Portal Brasil. (Data as of October 11th 2016 or the most recent available) 

  

 
Prolifico is an alternative real estate & private equity investment management firm in Brazil. The company invests in 

high yielding real estate backed business models that are resilient in all macroeconomic scenarios, such as self storage, 

student housing, senior living and data centres. http://www.prolifico.com.br/  

 
LEGAL DISCLAIMER: No representation or warranty, express or implied, is given by Prolifico, their respective advisers or any of their respective partners, directors or 
employees or any other person as to the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this overview. Neither this overview nor any of the information contained in it 
shall constitute an offer, invitation or inducement to purchase or acquire any shares or other assets. 


